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Abstract: A fundamental assumption of the tcp protocol is that packet losses
indicate congestion on the network. This is a problem when using tcp over wireless
links, because a noisy radio transmission may erroneously indicate congestion and
thereby reduce the tcp sending rate. Two partial solutions, which improve the
quality of the radio link, are power control and link-layer retransmissions. We
consider a radio channel with multiple users and traffic classes, and investigate
how parameters in the radio model influences tcp-related quality measures, such
as the average delay and the probability of spurious timeout. The results indicate
that the outer loop power control is robust to uncertainties in the radio model.
This robustness property supports separation between the radio layer design and
the ip and tcp layers. Copyright c 2005 IFAC
Keywords: tcp, wcdma, Power control, Feedback control, ARQ

1. INTRODUCTION
Third generation and up-coming mobile radio
systems, such as those based on the wcdma radio
interface, are developed to enable, among others,
wireless access to the Internet. tcp/ip is the
protocol suite having the widest diffusion for the
transport infrastructure of wired networks, and
therefore we expect tcp to play an increasingly
important rôle in hybrid wired/wireless networks.
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Predicting tcp performance degradation over
wireless links and devising possible improvement
strategies have been a subject of research in recent
years. In fact, wireless communication systems
are prone to channel impairment and interference, and typical end-to-end congestion and error control mechanisms of tcp basically fail in
interpreting the sequence of events produced by
lower layers in the wireless protocol architecture
(Xylomenos et al., 2001; Barman et al., 2004).
Among improvement strategies, some contributions have been oriented to propose tcp variants over fairly general classes of wireless links
(Mascolo et al., 2001; Ludwig and Katz, 2000).
However, these approaches have the significant
drawback that tcp protocols currently imple-

mented in communicating terminals should be
replaced. An alternative approach is instead focused on exploring solutions for the improvement
of the wireless interface, with particular emphasis
on umts-related contexts.
Relevant efforts have been devoted to model the
“tcp over wireless” scenario, as a fundamental
preliminary step for devising suitable solutions.
Specifically, in (Liu et al., 2002) forward error
correction coding to add redundancy to the packets is addressed. More detailed radio link models
with no retransmissions are taken into account in
(Abouzeid et al., 2000). tcp behavior over wireless links with frame errors and retransmissions
described by a two-state Markov process is investigated in (Pan et al., 2002). The same model is used
in (Canton and Chahed, 2001; Rossi et al., 2004)
and (Chahed et al., 2003), where a simple scheme
of power control is also included. In (Möller and
Johansson, 2003), a Markov chain with multiple
states is used to model a power-controlled channel, and derive tcp performance properties. In
(Khan et al., 2000), tcp throughput over a link
is simulated, for various radio channel conditions
and link-layer retransmission schemes. In (Hossain
et al., 2004), the investigation has concerned the
forward link power allocation and rate adaptation
for tcp throughput maximization in a wcdma
wireless system, where perfect channel estimation
is assumed.
In this paper, we show that for a common type
of power control, the essential tcp/ip behavior
seems to be independent of the radio parameters. The power control seems robust enough
to hide uncertainty in the radio model. To be
more precise, we show that with a simple sinrbased outer loop in the power control, changes to
the performance of the power control inner loop
has virtually no effect on tcp-layer properties.
This robustness property supports a separation
between the radio layer and the ip and tcp layers.
To explain this observation, consider the dependence of the frame error rate (fer) on the signal
to interference and noise ratio (sinr). The channel
is described by the loss curve fer = f (sinr),
which gives the expected fer for a given sinr. The
objective of the outer loop power control is to keep
the fer and sinr close to the desired operating
point on this curve.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we describe the models for power control and link-layer retransmissions. In Section 3
we explain how to use these models to derive
tcp/ip-related properties. In Section 4, we introduce a more complex radio channel that takes
multi-access interference into account. Section 5
describes and explains the results we get for this
radio model.
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Fig. 1. System overview. Four feedback loops: Inner loop power control (1), outer loop power
control (2), link-layer retransmissions (3),
and end-to-end congestion control (4).
2. SYSTEM MODEL
When using tcp over a wireless link, there are
several interacting control systems stacked on
top of each other, as illustrated in Figure 1. At
the lowest level, (1), the transmission power is
controlled in order to keep at a desired level. This
is a fast inner loop intended to reject disturbances
in the form varying radio conditions. On top of
this, we have an outer power control loop, (2),
that tries to keep the frame error rate constant,
by adjusting the target sinr of the inner loop.
Next, we have local, link-layer, retransmissions of
damaged frames, (3). Finally, we have the end-toend congestion control of tcp, (4).
We will describe these layers in turn. In Section 4
we will describe a more detailed radio model that
takes multi-access interference into account.

2.1 Power control
The typical sinr-based power control uses an inner loop that tries to keep sinr close to a reference
value sinrref . This loop often has a sample frequency of 1500 Hz, and a one bit feedback that is
subject to a delay of two samples, i.e., 1.3 ms. The
inner loop is able to track the reference sinrref
within 2-3 dB, with a residual oscillation due to
the delay and the severe quantization of the power
control commands in the inner loop (Gunnarsson
and Gustafsson, 2002). The period of this oscillation is typically less than 5 samples, i.e., 3.3 ms.
As there is no simple and universal relationship
between the sinr and the quality of the radio
connection, there is also an outer loop that adjusts sinrref . This loop uses feedback from the
decoding process; in this article we assume that
the power control outer loop is based on frame
errors. As it is hard to estimate the frame error
rate accurately, in particular if the desired error
rate is small, one approach is to increase sinrref
significantly when an error is detected, and decrease the sinrref slightly for each frame that is
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Fig. 2. Stationary distribution for the power control. Each mark represents one state of the
power control, the corresponding value of
sinrref , and its stationary probability πi . The
dotted curve is the threshold-shaped function
f (r), scaled to fit in the figure.
received successfully. This strategy resembles the
tcp “additive increase, multiplicative decrease”
congestion control strategy. We will discuss this
approach in more detail in the next section.
The goal of the power control is to keep fer close
to a given value p. The desired fer is a deployment trade-off, between transmission quality and
the required number of base stations. For data
traffic in umts, p = 0.1 is a common choice, and
that is what we will use.

2.2 Markov model
The outer loop of the power control sets the
reference value for the sinr. Given a particular
reference value sinrref = r, the obtained sinr
is a stochastic process. Together with the coding
scheme for the channel, we get an expected probability for frame errors. If the coding scheme is
fixed, the probability of frame errors is given by a
function f (r).
The outer loop of the power control uses discrete
values for sinrref . One way to keep the frame error
probability close to the desired probability p is to
change sinrref by fixed steps, based on a step size
∆. Whenever a radio frame is received successfully, sinrref is decreased by ∆. And whenever a
radio frame is damaged, sinrref is increased by
K∆, where 1/(1+K) = p. The value of ∆ is an important control parameter, which determines the
performance of the power control. For an integer
K, the varying sinrref can be viewed as a discrete
Markov chain (Sampath et al., 1997). In our case
p = 0.1 implies K = 9.
We get a finite Markov chain by truncating it at
the ends where f (r) ≈ 1 (all frames are lost)
and f (r) ≈ 0 (no frames are lost), and it is
straight forward to compute the stationary distribution, denoted π = (π1 , . . . , πN ), where N is the
number of states. Figure 2 shows the stationary
distribution for three values of ∆, together with
the (scaled) threshold function f (r). The function
f (r) corresponds to a bpsk channel (Möller and
Johansson, 2003).

When focusing on power control performance,
there are other important qualities that are influenced by the choice of ∆. A small ∆ gives a longer
system response time, while a large ∆ will result
in larger average transmission power, which limits
both the battery life of devices, and the system
capacity, due to interference.
2.3 Link-layer retransmissions
The simplest way to transmit ip packets over the
wireless link is to split each ip packet into the
appropriate number of radio frames, and drop any
ip packet where any of the corresponding radio
frames were damaged. But as is well-known, tcp
interprets all packet drops as network congestion,
and its performance is therefore very sensitive to
non-congestion packet drops. An ip packet loss
probability on the order of 10% would be highly
detrimental.
There are several approaches to recover reasonable
tcp performance over wireless links. In this paper
we concentrate on a local and practical mechanism: The link detects frame damage and uses
this information to request that damaged frames
be retransmitted over the link. This capability is
an option in standard wireless network protocols,
see (Bai et al., 2000) for an evaluation of these
options in the IS-2000 and IS-707 RLP standards.
The effect of link-layer retransmissions is to transform a link with constant delay and random losses
into a link with random delay and almost no
losses.
There are several schemes for link level retransmission. We will consider one of the simpler, the (1,1,1,1,1)-Negative Acknowledgement
scheme (Khan et al., 2000), which means that we
have five “rounds”, and in each round we send a
single retransmission request. When the receiver
detects that the radio frame in time slot k is
damaged, it sends a retransmission request to the
sender. The frame will be scheduled for retransmission in slot k+3 (where the delay 3 is called the
RLP NAK guard time). If also the retransmission
results in a damaged frame, a new retransmission
request is sent and the frame is scheduled for
retransmission in slot k + 6. This goes on for a
maximum of five retransmissions.
In the next section, we put together the frame
loss process and the retransmission scheduling, to
derive ip level properties of the link.
3. TCP/IP PROPERTIES
When transmitting variable size ip packets over
the link, each packet is first divided into fix size
radio frames. We let n denote the number of radio
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Fig. 3. Overlaying ip transmission on top of the
frame loss process and frame retransmission
scheduling.
frames needed for the packet size of interest. For
the links we consider, we have n ≤ 10.
We can overlay the ip packets on top of the
frame sequence and simulate the retransmission
scheduling, as illustrated in Figure 3. Two ip
packets, corresponding to n = 3 radio frames each,
are transmitted over the radio link. The second
and sixth frames are damaged, crossed out in
the figure, and scheduled for retransmission three
frames later.
Consider the system at a randomly chosen start
time, with the state of the power control distributed according to the stationary distribution.
For any finite loss sequence (for example, the second and the sixth block damaged, the rest received
successfully), we can calculate the probability by
conditioning on the initial power control state
and following the corresponding transitions of the
Markov chain. We can then use these probabilities
to investigate the experience of ip packets traversing the link.
In the rest of this section, we explain how to
use these loss sequence probabilities to derive the
average values of TCP/ip properties of interest.
As a link employing link-layer retransmission
yields a very small packet loss probability, the
most important characteristic of the link is the
packet delay distribution. This distribution and
its average can be computed explicitly from the
models described above.
A timeout event occurs when a packet, or its
acknowledgement, is delayed too long. Let rttk
denote the round trip time experienced by packet
k and its corresponding acknowledgement. The
tcp algorithms estimates the mean and deviation
d k and σ̂k denote
of the round trip time. Let rtt
the estimated round trip time and deviation,
based on measurements up to rttk . tcp then
computes the timeout value for the next packet
d k + 4σ̂k (Jacobson, 1988) which means that
as rtt
the probability that packet k causes a timeout is
given by
d k−1 + 4b
PTO = P (rttk > rtt
σk−1 )
We assume that the values rttk are identically
and independently distributed, according to the
delay distribution computed as described above.
dk
For simplicity, we assume that the estimates rtt

and σ̂k are perfect and equal to the true mean and
standard deviation of rttk , and we also ignore
the granularity and minimum value for the tcp
timeout value.

4. MULTI-ACCESS INTERFERENCE
In this section, we model the physical layer for
the reverse link of a single-cell asynchronous bpsk
ds/cdma system, incorporating the behavior of
the abovementioned power control mechanisms.
S = 3 classes of mobile users are considered, where
each class is associated to a traffic source type
(e.g., data, video, voice) and each user to a mobile
device.
The generic Class i is characterized by its own
bit rate Ri (or the bit interval Ti = 1/Ri ) and
sinr average requirement (average target sinr for
the outer loop power control). The same fixed
bandwidth W , and thus the same chip interval Tc ,
is allocated to every user. Therefore, each class of
users has a processing gain Gi = W/Ri . There are
Ki active users of the Class i (with i = 0, ..., S−1).
Following the same approach outlined in (Santucci
et al., 2003) and (Fischione et al., 2002), it can be
shown that the sinr at the output of a coherent
correlation receiver matched to signal related to
the generic User 0 of Class 0 (user of interest
involved in the tcp connection) has the following
expression:
1

sinr(P (t), ξ(t), ν(t)) = L− 2 (t)

(1)

where
L(t) = De−ξ00 (t)
+

K
0 −1
X

+

j −1
S−1
X KX

Aeξ0k (t)−ξ00 (t) ν0k (t)

k=1

Bj eξjk (t)−ξ00 (t) νjk (t)

j=1 k=0
P (t)

1
0
, Bj = 3P0j(t)G0 and D = 2P0N(t)T
.
and A = 3G
0
0
The meaning of the variables and parameters in
the above expressions is as follows:

• N0 /2 denotes the two-sided power spectral
density of thermal noise at the receiver input;
• Pi (t) denotes the power level at the receiver
input for the generic user signal of Class i,
and depends on longer term updates induced
by the outer loop power control mechanism;
• νik (t) is a binary random process indicating
the activity status (On/Off, with activity
factor αi ) of the source at time t;
• ξik (t) denotes the residual (inner loop) power
control error (in dB scale), a zero mean
Gaussian process with standard deviation σi .

We assume independence between any pair of the
above processes.

In the simulations, we will focus on the parameter
σ0 , the standard deviation of ξ0k , which is the
control error for the inner loop power control for
users of Class 0.
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The parameters used in the simulation are as
follows: Three traffic classes, from the umts specification (3GP, n.d.). The number of users in the
three classes are K0 = 20, K1 = 5, and K2 = 50.
Activity factors are α0 = 0.2, α1 = 0.4, and α2 =
0.7, which are representative for interactive data
traffic, low rate video, and voice. We focus on
Class 0 which is used for tcp traffic. The channel
bit rate is 240 Kbit/s. The transmission time
interval is 10 ms, corresponding to 2400 bits per
frame. The number of correctable bits for each
frame is set to C = 8. The Gaussians log P1
and log P2 are assumed to have mean 2 dB and
standard deviation 6 dB. We also set N0 /T0 =
−13 dB. See (Fischione et al., 2005) for further
details.
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We now present simulation results, where we vary
σ0 , the variance of the control error of the inner
power control loop, and study the effects on mean
delay and spurious timeout probability (PTO ).
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ber(sinrref ) = E(Q(sinr(P (t), ξ(t), ν(t)))) (2)

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
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Fig. 4. Average delay, as a function of σ0 . The
curves correspond to different packet sizes:
n = 1, . . . , n = 5, drawn bottom to top.

Derive f from the expected bit error rate (ber)

where the expected value is taken by keeping P0 ,
the transmission power for users of Class 0, fixed
such that precisely sinrref is obtained, and then
take the expected value over the other stochastic
variables. The frame error rate fer = f (sinrref )
is then expressed in terms of the bit error rate and
the error correction parameters.
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In order to simplify computation, we assume a
typical log-normal model for Pi (t), which leads
to a log-normal approximation for L (Fischione et
al., 2004), L(t) ≈ eZ(t) , where the first and second
moments of the Gaussian Z can be expressed in
terms of radio model parameters, and the first and
seconds moments of the Gaussian variables log Pi .
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Fig. 6. Loss probability as a function of sinrref .
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point on each curve.
may be due to the approximation deteriorating
for large σ0 .
To explain the apparent independence of σ0 , consider Figure 6, which shows the function fer =
f (sinrref ) for the considered values of σ0 . We see
that although the operating point fer = 0.1 is
different for all curves (marked by asterisks), they
have approximately the same shape, and the outer
loop of the power control can adapt and hide most
of these differences.

For the variance of the control error for the inner
loop, we set σ1 = σ2 = 1 dB, and vary σ0 . The
power control step size is set to ∆ = 0.02 dB.

From a control point of view, the slope of f (r)
around the operating point is the most interesting
characteristic of the channel. Let r∗ be the operating point, with slope f 0 (r∗ ). This slope works
together with the step size ∆; when sinrref is
changed by ∆, the corresponding fer-change is
∆ f 0 (r∗ ), and the character of the loss process is
highly dependent on this value.

In Figure 4, we see that the average delay is not
influenced by σ0 . Since a larger packet implies
more opportunities for frame errors, and retransmissions, the average delay increases with n. In
Figure 5, we see that the spurious timeout probability increases slightly with increased packet size
and with increased σ0 . The dip for σ0 = 1.5

In our scenario, the value of r∗ depends on uncertainties in the performance of the inner loop power
control, σ0 , but the dependence of f 0 (r∗ ) is much
weaker. That is why the tcp/ip-layer properties
are robust. On the other hand, we can expect less
robustness with respect to channel uncertainties
which influence the slope at the operating point.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have studied tcp performance over wcdma
links, for varying radio model parameters, in particular performance parameters of the inner loop
power control. Our result indicates that the outer
loop of the power control is robust, in the sense
that uncertainties in the radio model does not
affect tcp/ip-layer properties.
Even if tcp/ip properties are decoupled from
the radio parameters under consideration in this
paper, there is still interaction between link layer
processes above the radio channel, such the link
layer retransmissions, and tcp/ip. A goal for linklayer design is to minimize such interactions, to
support layer separation. Initial work along this
line is presented in (Möller et al., 2004).
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